ABSTRACT. Several years ago, Art Upgren called our attention to the significant number of VyssQtsky K-and M-dwarfs that had either no published radial velocity (71 stars), or a velocity based on a single measure (22), or with an uncertainly greater than 5 km/s (19). Toronto observer Jason Harlow (now at Penn State) began observing all of these objects after carefully choosing a green spectral region for best compromise between speed and precision. The radial velociteis for 53 of these stars were recently published by Upgren and Harlow (1996) . These observations are being continued at Toronto.
and freedom from telluric line contamination.
However, shortly after the K-MK's arrival in Toronto on an extended exchange visit, several of these stars were observed in the Ha region as part of an engineering test of the DDO Photon Tagging Spectrometer. One of the objects observed was Vys 858 and it was found to have very strong emission at Ha. When a literature search showed no references to this, we realized that the stars on the Upgren list were spectroscopically neglected in general and not just for radial velocity determination. Hence, a decision was made to survey the entire list quickly for Ha emission using relatively short exposures on our regular Cassegrain focus plane-grating spectrograph with a Thomson 1024 χ 1024 CCD combined with a 1200 line/mm grating blazed at 7500 A. This combination yields a resolution of 1.0 Ä and a coverage of 300 A. Initially, the central wavelength was set slightly to the red of Ha as was customary for our spectra of early type stars. After a few nights, the centering was changed to be 6570 A, and, as we will discuss in more detail later, it was ultimately changed to 6450 A.
Each star would be initially observed with a short exposure giving a S/N ratio of 20 to 50, conditions permitting. If emission was seen on this frame, additional, usually stronger, observations would be made. In this manner virtually the entire list was observed at least once during the ten months of K-MK's visit. Initial reductions to wavelength corrected and approximately continuum rectified spectra were done by K-MK using IRAF. JRT then completed the measures of Ha emission intensities using the IRAF splot task. Finally, KWK used the IRAF FXCOR task to obtain radial velocities from these spectra. This had not been our original objective, but tests had revealed that velocities with errors of less than 10 km/sec could be obtained from these spectra, which was better than no velocities at all. Up to this point, we had been unaware of the extensive Palomar-MSU survey of the M-dwarfs found in the Catalogue of Nearby Stars which was then in progress (Reid, Hawley and Gizis 1995) . In that survey, a lower resolution was used but, with greater wavelength coverage, about the same velocity precision was reached. The overlap between our survey and theirs is only partial since only half of the Vyssotsky objects also fall within the limits of the Catalogue of Nearby Stars.
Because the region just redward of Ha is not very good for radial velocity measures, containing few strong metal lines and, instead, a mixture of stellar and telluric molecular bands, we moved, after the majority of stars had been surveyed, to a bluer center allowing the region from 6350 to 6520 A to be used for cross-correlation radial velocities. This yielded errors of less than 5 km/sec for the frames observed this way. As a consequence we have data from two different detectors, with the second detector, the CCD, used at two different settings. The divisions between the sets occur at, roughly, JD 2449620 and JD 2450140. To form the mean results given in Table 1 , the metallic line radial velocities were weighted in accordance with the error estimates given by FXCOR for the cross-correlation fit, which appear to be roughly correct.
In the table, the first column gives the Vyssotsky number (an asterisk indicates a standard), the second the component in the case of multiple star systems and the third column an alternate name, usually from the BD or AC catalogs. When the magnitude difference left some ambiguity on the component identification, we have indicated also the relative positions of the stars observed. The fourth and fifth columns give the mean radial velocity and its estimated error. The sixth comumn gives the radial velocity of the Ha line alone and the seventh its equivalent width in Angstroms. The standard stars were chosen from Marcy and Benitz (1989) supplemented with some IAU standards. The observations of those standards which are also Vyssotsky stars are listed here.
As for the original objective, we have observed ten stars with emission at Ha above the continuum. Nine of these stars are drawn from our original target list of 113, so that we find 8% to have emission, a value insignificantly higher than the 5% of the P-MSU survey. The other object is the brighter companion to our program object Vys 250B. Objects were also added to the observing list as the original list was completed and these were drawn from the 217 Vyssotsky Μ dwarfs that are not in the CNS and, hence, not covered in the P-MSU survey. Those stars which were not on the original target list are marked by an asterix in the components column of the table. Seven of our emission line detections are objects in common with P-MSU. Six of these are flagged as having Ha emission in that survey and, for these, our equivalent widths average 25% less than theirs. The seventh object, for which we find variable emission and they find none, is Vys 419AB. All of the emission line objects have small radial velocities relative to the Sun, as expected.
An attempt was made to reobserve each object that showed emission in order to check for variability. Since multiple frames taken in succession showed differences of about 10% in the measured equivalent widths, only gross changes could be positively detected. The most definite case found was Vys 250A, which is also the second most frequently observed star on the program since its visual companion was found to be a spectroscopic binary and was observed whenever possible. Two frames of Vys 250A taken an hour apart both showed more than double the usual equivalent width. Vys 250B is an SB2 which also shows variations in its Ha emission. It has long been listed as a suspected light variable and the system has been detected in X-ray surveys. This very interesting triple star system will be the subject of a more complete study including orbit later, but we present, in Fig. 1 an "in flare" observation of A compared to its quiescent state, and in Fig. 2 an example of the double-lined phase of the SB2 component. The absorption line depths of its components are about in the ratio of 0.6:1.0 but the emission strengths are usually nearly equal but variable. Vys 740 also appears to show emission variations and Vys 560, for which a preliminary orbit was published by Upgren and Harlow (1995) shows line doubling on one frame. Observations of these objects and of other Vyssotsky dwarfs beyond the 25pc limit continue at DDO. 
